The present paper is a direct continuation of the first part Potencionality of Quantitative and Corpus Analysis to Literary Studies -Toward Methodology (The Analysis of Themtic Fields), which was published in third number of this journal in 2016. In this study we present in detail the exploration of posibilities of interpretation using quantitative and corpus methods and illustrate the way, how specific we can use the results of the named metohod in the literary interpretation.
I. Assessment and interpretation
As we can observe the frequency analysis is not a mere formal quantification. It naturally has a qualitative dimension which reflects the choice of particular lexis appearing in the area above the h-point. Mutual relation of both aspects (quantitative and qualitative) is not coincidental, it is a projection of immanent structural and semantic rules found in a particular text. This fact can be proved by the following test in which we attached relative frequency values from three completely different corpuses to frequency values of thematic words from selected Èep subcorpuses. The first corpus (ÈAPEK 1) contains selected and processed works of Karel Èapek 2 written in the 1920s, the second corpus (ÈAPEK 2) includes selected works of the same author written in the 1930s. Frequency values were subsequently compared with referential corpuses SYN2010_BEL 3 a SYN2010. The Vigil (1928) The Absolute at Large (1922) Krakatit (1922) Stories from a Pocket and Stories from Another Pocket (1929)
Jan Èep ÈAPEK 2
Centaury -part (1931) Hordubal (1933) Meteor (1934) An Ordinary Life (1934) Table 4) Comparison with thematic fields in another authorial (sub)corpus can serve as further evidence of unique evidence of symptomatic character of thematic words and their frequency course in subcorpuses of Èep's works. We compiled a frequency list of lemmas that are found above the h-point in the corpus of Povídky z jedné a druhé kapsy [Stories from a Pocket and Stories from Another Pocket] (1929) by Karel Èapek to serve as an example. Even cursory collation of the cited criteria, i.e. the choice of lexis and the frequency course, reveals evident differences between the two authors. Chart 4. The relative frequencies-curve of selected corpus (the values are in Table 5 ) Stated values and comparison suggest that so-called thematic words are unequivocally symptomatic not only due to their frequency that is, compared to their distribution in other corpuses, noticeably higher 5 , but also due to the choice of words, or so-called word type. This fact indicates that in a sufficiently large and presentable corpus, thematic words that belong to their (particular) corpus are distributed in a relatively analogous way, while outside the corpus, in which they reach symptomatic values, they have neutral distribution. 6 In both cases the occurrence of these words (of lemmas 7 , in our case) reflects their structural position in the corresponding corpus. In other words, their frequency distribution and qualitative choice in Jan Èep (sub)corpuses display structural intention of the artistic text, or numerous structural factors that participate in building and formation of a fictional narrative and its artistic testimony. This sphere includes, besides other things, the issues of a narrator or composition, as well as the issues of wider ideological context of author, era, etc. The findings we have obtained so far enable us compare individual areas of occurrence of so-called thematic words in a meaningful way and interpret their frequency (qualitative) and quantitative aspects in detail.
Frequencies (Rf) in the first three observed Jan Èep corpuses evince different courses. Differences pertain namely the first three positions. Table 9 ).
6 Curves ÈAPEK 1 and ÈAPEK 2 clearly show certain differences. They are caused by the fact that corpuses ÈAPEK 1 and ÈAPEK 2, unlike corpuses SYN2010_BEL and SYN2010, are not generally referential. Nevertheless, the tendency towards analogous course with the curves SYN2010_BEL and SYN2010 is evident.
7 It is certainly possible to include even inflected word forms. [Double Being] 1926 where it reaches the first position, but here we record a substantial difference in frequency that makes 53.95%. The situation is reflected in a corresponding DTF value. These aspects signalize a change in artistic strategy which refers to textual (artistic) intention. Here a space for individual theoretical analysis arises that will try to find out to which extent the change is reflected in the categories of a narrator, composition, etc., or to which extent the change is determined by these categories.
9
Besides frequency (a quantitative criterion), also the type of lemmas (qualitative criterion) occurring above the h-point is remarkable.
In the observed thematic fields of Èep (sub) corpuses such lemmas occur that constitute semantic groups (due to the character of the sememe). In the table (Table 7 ) and in the diagrams (Charts 6-9) above we can observe the distribution of semantic classes (the line with percentage values in the 10 We omitted a highly frequented lemma stát the meaning of which is confused in the corpus; the meaning of the motion verb prevails, but stát can function also as a copula (to become someone/something) or it can signify monetary value. The percentage of representation of this semantic class should in fact be higher. 11 The limit of h-point should not be seen as a strict boundary but rather as a point of orientation that naturally presupposes the occurrence of a semantic zone of lemmas that participate in the theme of the text below the h-point limit.
frequencies in Èep's works are structurally interconnected with the type of lemmas and with semantic classes of the lemmas. The semantic class +HUM (Subject) is dominant; in the course of writing, classes of semantic categories of time, space and qualities of the subject join the mentioned semantic class. In the final collection of Zemì luè [Centaury -book] , these categories (with the exception of still dominant group +HUM-Subject) are distributed in a relatively equal way which suggests possible change or modification of creative focus. It is also obvious that individual categories are capable of mutual pervading or hierarchization. From the semantic point of view, the categories of time and space form a higher structural layer in the fictional narrative which is of course functionally related to the category of +HUM (Subject) and the attributes attached to it (motion, qualities, object). Thus we are finally able to model other relations founded on semantic bases (categories) with respect to their prototypical function in literary fiction. Actions of characters in fictional words unfold primarily in space-time frames. In the analysed works (the first three collections of short stories by Jan Èep), these issues clearly form a central theme and problem of fictional worlds.
Chart 10. Structure of prototypical semantic categories in the first three Èep (sub)corpuses So far accomplished analyses and different types of systemized generalizations suggest synecdochic character 13 (though with variable intensity of artistic evocation) as one of structural regularities in the first three collections of Èep short stories. Synecdochic character is also signalized by hyperonymic-hyponymic relations between lemmas. We must, however, ask what looking for such binds between semantic categories implies. First of all they will be a product of textual-narrative intention that projects itself in a specific form of a fictional world in which the principle of synecdoche becomes a vanishing point.
Synecdoche in Èep's works has yet another dimension. It is manifested in author's intention that is realized in radical modification of the first two short story collections and their inclusion in Zemì luè [Centaury -book] (see Table 1 ). Let us finally try to clarify this aspect also with the use of a quantitative analysis of thematic words. We will specifically compare courses of thematic words in the second editions of Dvojí domov 
II Conclusion
Radical modification of the first two books lead to the publication of the book titled Zemì luè [Centaury -book] 1931 in which short stories from the first collection were included together with the last section that has the same title as the whole anthology. ] in a significant, or even fundamental way. The alternations of the first two Èep's books were carried out in accord with the intention of this field since the author intended to join the first collections with the section titled Zemì luè [Centaury -part] in a single volume. In the final part of an autobiographical essay Sestra úzkost [The Sister Anxiety] 1975 that was written by Èep in exile, the author remarks: "I did not write all books I could have written and those that I wrote I could have written better. Particularly I have not written the book I should have written, the one I will never write." (Èep 1975, p. 125) . Jan Èep was an author who built motivic and thematic invariants. One could even say that his lifelong intention was to write and refine one and the same book that he longed for perfect expression and artificial treatment of a central idea that frames the eternal issue of the relation between a man, light, and the transcendent. Èep intended to transform his own concept of the world that is strongly permeated with Christian belief into an artistic form, or to realize reality through artistic form. In Èep's works, religious belief and literary work are mutually interconnected. In this context, also the notion of synecdoche receives a new meaning. As a unifying principle, it is projected not only in the fictional world of Èep's proses, but also on the level of the relation between the author, his work and belief.
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